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Last November, the security cameras in NMC 
residence halls nabbed the perpetrators in an in- 
cident involving a racial slur scrawled on a dorm 
room door.

The old system consisted of cameras and video
tapes that had to be watched in real time.

In addition, the old system wasn’t functioning.
Claims were made that the responsible indi

viduals were identified on tape, and could step for

ward if they wanted a lesser punishment. The bluff 
worked, that time...

The event highlighted the issue that student life 
coordinator Cathy Anthofer has been working on 
since 2001, when she had started pricing a new 
digital-based system.

Nearly a year later, the defunct camera network 
is still in place.

“We are still pricing our camera system," said 
Anthofer, who is working in cooperation with an
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In an effort to bring the White Pine Press to more readers, we are, 
for the first time in our history, launching a website, www.whitepine- 
press.com will feature not only the content from the print version, but 
also special online features, news wires added daily, polls and a search 
engine dedicated solely to the website.

The website, set to launch on Oct. 16, will contain an array of spe
cial features including frequently updated photos, campus newsflashes 
and an archived database that will allow users to browse our past issues. 
Readers will now have the ability to quickly respond to the print edi
tion as well as to the website via our feedback page.

The purpose of the website is to create an online presence for NMC 
students, faculty and staff, as well as for the broader community. With 
this launch, the White Pine Press enters a new era in interactivity and 
journalistic excellence. We encourage our readers to visit the new site 
and to let us know how we are doing with www.whitepinepress.com.
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The same grease used by 
the Northwoods Cafe to cook 
french fries will soon be used to 
cut the grass.

Part of an effort to make 
NMC campuses more energy 
and environmentally efficient, 
the spent vegetable oil will soon 
be converted to biodiesel fuel at 
MrTEC’s energy demonstration 
center and used to fuel campus 
maintenance vehicles.

“The biodiesel [converter] it
self is just about to have a trial

run,” said Bill Queen, an NMC 
extend education director in 
charge of the program, predicting 
by the end of October.

Beyond cafeteria grease, 
new solar panels unveiled this 
past weekend at M-TEC and a 
planned wind generator atop the 
University Center mark the be
ginning stages of the college push 
to incorporate alternative energy 
into running part of the largest 
commercial solar power system 
in the region.

M-TEC received $500,000 in 
grants from the Michigan Public 
Service Commission, Michigan 
State Energy Office, Michigan 
Energy Fund as well as thousands 
in local funding from Traverse 
City Light and Power.

“It’s a huge project,” said cam
pus services director Ed Bailey.

• See M -T EC  on page 2
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THESE SOLAR PANELS AT THE M-TEC BUILDING, installed last sum m er, make up 
one of the largest solar power grids in northern Michigan. The panels are a supplem tal 
source of energy at the M-TEC building as well as a teaching tool for students learning 
related trades. They are expected to produce enough energy to power at least a dozen 
average size hom es.

http://www.whitepinepress.com


L E A R N I N G  A ' F I E L D

GREG LACRO SS SHOW S HIS " LIVING IN THE ENVIRONMENT" STUDENTS the
make up of a bog during one of his twice-weekly lab sessions. The Bio 105 course in
cludes weekly trips to places like Sabin Dam, Hickory Hills, and the Traverse City Sew 
age Treatment Plant. The four-credit class involves research into the elem ents of the 
world around us.

SEC U R ITY  continued from page 2
emergency preparedness committee made up of NMC staff and 
faculty members.

Anthofer is also concerned by what could happen in other cam
pus buildings, due to heavy traffic and lack of staff.

“We are looking at a possible campus-wide system,” Anthofer said.
Problems began not long after the system was installed in 1998 

following a fire in East Hall. Antofer attributed the problematic 
system’s frequent breakdowns to hardware malfunctions, and was 
constantly being repaired up until the company that created the 
system stopped making parts that they were continuously having 
to replace.

“We have been looking at the overall security on campus - i t 
needs to change,” said Ed Bailey, director of facilities management. 
NMC is using Lansing Community Colleges security system as a 
potential model, but estimates place the new system near $50,000.

“It is a relatively complicated issue, the college doesn’t have a 
policy that relates specifically to video monitoring,” said Bailey. 
“Our goal is to goal is to get a security system involved in next 
year’s budget.”

Working on the new system, Bailey recounts his own college ex
perience whilst formatting the parameters, “It has to be safe, and 
still keep a culture active.”

Last year, when the White Pine Press first reported on the dead 
cameras and the need for a new system, student response was 
gauged concerning a comprehensive security network. Some were 
for a new security system, hoping it would reduce crime and horse
play, while other students were wary of the new system, concerned 
it would invade student’s privacy.

“I don’t think it will [be a problem]," said Kadie Anderson,
19, who works at the service desk in the Osterlin Library. “I’m 
sure other people do but, in the long run, it’s just trying to pro
tect everyone.”

“Cameras in full working order would make sense,” said East 
Hall resident Kris Kovac, 18. “Personally I would like to see camer
as campus wide, it would make campus security’s job easier because 
they would be getting a bird’s eye view.”

For now, the doors that enter into the residence halls will be 
locked. All guests and non-residents can enter the resident’s halls 
through the lobby.

M -TEC
cont. from page 2

The college has installed 
lab equipment at M-TEC, in
cluding the biodesel converter. 
Demonstrations and non-cred- 
it classes are available for stu
dents and the general public. 
Bailey said the teachers are in
dustry experts most are local.

Queen said these types of 
alternative energy projects in
dicate a new direction in the 
construction industry.

“This is the technology 
available in the marketplace,” 
he said. “The awareness of 
green building issues is making 
this technology available.” 

Despite this, integration of 
these technologies into the main
stream has met with some ob
stacles in Michigan. Queen cited 
roadblocks like zoning laws, per
mitting and building code issues, 
and a lack of general understand
ing at basic engineering levels like 
electrical and mechanical,

“We are working with a 
broad group of people to reduce 
these obstacles,” said Queen.

But the concept, they say, 
has been universally accepted.

“There hasn’t been opposi
tion to the idea,” said Bailey. 
“Its hard to oppose, the tech
nology is so needed.”

Queen and Bailey hope to 
have the project’s loose ends 
tied up by the end of this 
school year.
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There was a time when relations between the 
United States and the Iranian government were 
mutually beneficial.

"Iran and the United States, they were married 
from 1953 to 1979. Iran was the closest ally of the 
United States in the non-western world. In fact Henry 
Kissinger described Iran as that rarest of things in in
ternational relations, ‘an unconditional ally.' "

The long, tumultuous history of Iran’s rela
tionship with the United States since 1979 and 
what the U.S. can do about their current nuclear

ambitions was the topic addressed by former Ira
nian Ambassador to United Nations Mansour Far- 
hang on September 21 at the first International 
Affairs Forum.

Farhang was the first representative of Iran’s 
current revolutionary government to be appointed 
to the U.N. in 1979, but the hostage situation of 
that same year prompted first a disagreement with 
his own government, and ultimately his resignation 
from the position. After taking part in failed ne
gotiation efforts during the advent of the Iran-Iraq 
war of the 1980s, he left Iran as a dissident.

Since being included in the “Axis of Evil” in 
President Bush’s 2002 State of the Union address, 
Iran’s place in the news has been growing. Criti
cized for supporting Hezbollah during the recent 
Israel-Lebanon conflict, coupled with Iran’s contin
ued failure to comply with United Nations stipula
tions regarding their uranium-enrichedment program 
has resulted in tense relations.

Farhang said that U.S. fears about Iran as an 
imminent nuclear threat are unfounded.

“There is really no urgency; we have time,”

said Farhang. “Given the progress of Iran’s nucle
ar program over the last 20-25 years, most experts 
believe that if Iran can continue it’s current level 
of uranium enrichment, it will gain the capacity to 
make nuclear weapons in 5-10 years.”

Farhang proposed a different question to 
those who came to learn “what to do” about Iran’s 
nuclear program.

"What are the motives of Iran? This regime 
has a sense of insecurity, and this insecurity is in
tensified by the fact that if we look at the map, Iran 
is surrounded by American military forces. Presi
dent Bush and many of his advisers say for regime 
change in Iran, and all options are on the table...

including the use of tacti
cal nuclear [weapons]. So 
Iran’s pursuit of the [nu
clear] option is first and 
foremost motivated by se
curity concerns.”

Iranian president 
Mahmoud Ahmadine- 
jad in recent months has 
demonstrated steadfast 
and outspoken opposi
tion to United States in
volvement in the region 
and defended Iran’s pop
ular sovereignty, prompt
ing military threats from 
President Bush and con
cern in American as well 
as international circles.

The United Sates 
has called for a precondi

tion that the Iranians cease 
their nuclear program before 
entering into negations, but 

Iran has repeatedly refused to do so.
“The argument is, ‘No, As a sovereign nation 

state, we should be in control of the of the materi
als we need for our reactors and we should not de
pend on foreigners because if we depend on them 
than they will be able to use it as leverage,' " said 
Farhang. “The United States has nothing to loose 
by testing [Iran’s intent]," he added.

Farhang cited the neo-conservative’s agenda as 
an inhibiting agent. Hot of their early military suc
cess in Iraq and Afghanistan, the U.S. did not feel 
like they needed to negotiate.

“This is the nature of international politics, 
you do what benefits you in the short term; you 
cannot be concerned with the long term,” Far
hang said. “In this situation engagement could be 
an opening that could be extremely popular with 
the Iranian society and put pressure on the regime 
to compromise. The negotiation cannot be on the 
nuclear issue alone; the negotiation has to include a 
cluster of issues that have poisoned the relationship 
between the two countries.”

Press Photo/MIKHAIL SCHILKEY
FORMER IRANIAN AM BASSADOR to the United Nation 
M ansour Farhang addresses the  Intuitional Affaim Forum on 
Septem ber 21 in Milliken Auditorium.
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Over the past 5 years enrolment in the Computer Information 
Systems department at NMC has dropped over 36 percent, and the 
number of instructors has fallen from seventeen at the beginning of 
20001,to the present nine.

But some IT instructors at NMC believe that hirings in the tech
nology field run in a cycle, which would mean that this year should 
start an upswing.

“Students don’t believe there are jobs available to them in this 
field,” said Scott Goethals, who has been teaching IT classes at NMC 
for six years. “But companies across the country and even here locally 
are looking for bright young programmers and IT engineers to add 
to their businesses.”

Up until the year 2000, the information technology field was in 
an upward trend. More students were studying computers than ever 
before and e-commerce was at an all-time high.

The growth in NMC’s CIS program reflected that trend, growing 
from 69 students in 1995 to 184 in the year 2000.

According to Goethals, after the “dot-com” bust in the year 2000, 
the Internet was over-saturated with more poorly planned start-up 
companies then it could possibly handle. This created a steady decline 
in the tech industry jobs as the rules of supply and demand set in.

The companies that wanted to stay alive through this recession 
needed to lower their cost. That meant outsourcing jobs to countries 
with cheaper labor, such as China and Japan.

Recent press about the industry has focused on how these jobs are 
going overseas.

The New York Times columnist Thomas Friedman told PBS’s 
Jim Lehrer that India is the most popular destination for outsourced 
high-tech jobs because there is a “huge amount of educated people 
who speak English.”

Some major colleges and universities are reporting that their CIS 
graduates are now starting to be hired by companies such as Intel, 
IBM, Lockheed Martin, Microsoft and even government agencies 
like the FBI, CIA and IRS.

“I see the IT field on a rebound right now,” said Goethals. “Stu
dents are looking for more job and more companies have positions 
open to them.”

Another factor that has been cited as a reason for low enrollment 
is a lack of women in the computer and technology field.

“Not much sounds sexy about Computer Information Systems,” 
said Jim Bensley, NMC admissions coordinator. “Colleges are con
stantly trying to make CIS programs look more desirable to a broad
er range of students.”

Faculty whose job it is to recruit for the program claim that they 
are always battling the “computer nerd” stereotype that comes with 
being an IT professional. This schema seems to discourage possible 
female IT students.

“This stereotype simply isn’t true. Some of the most needed, excit
ing and high paid jobs are in the IT field,” said Sherry Howard, who 
has been working in the IT department at NMC for 26 years. “IT 
can cover such a wide area. Anything from health care to animation 
to networking,”

Another worry is Michigan’s weak economy.
“I’m confident that I can get a job,” said Lacy Cary, a second-year 

student in NMC’s CIS program. “But I know I will have to move be
cause of the failing Michigan job market.”

In the end, instructors submit to the fact that enrollment isn’t solely 
in their hands but also in the hands of the media as Sherry Howard ex
plained: “Our efforts to bring in students can only do so much. The 
real power lies in the media.”



R u s s e l l  w o m e n  m a k e  
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Most moms see their kids off to college, but NMC student 

Donna Russell sees two of her daughters in college.
“We have classes on most of the same days,” said Donna. “So af

terwards we all go out and have dinner or hang out.”
Many college students would be embarrassed about their mom 

taking classes alongside, but not Samantha.
“It’s really cool!” Samantha said. “I love that I can see her more, 

because she lives so far away.”
Donna Russell, in college for the first time, her two daughters Sa

mantha and Elizabeth, are all taking classes at Northwestern Michigan 
College this semester.

This is also Elizabeths first semester at NMC; Sam is now in her 
third year.

Donna Russell, from Alba, is married and has four children and 
two grandchildren. She is taking English, history and sociology this 
semester. Donn plans to pursue a degree and one day work as a re

spiratory therapist.
Samantha Russell, 

a 19-year-old junior at 
NMC, is majoring in 
political science. Last 
year Samantha served 
as president of Phi 
Theta Kappa.

|  Samantha and Eliz- 
|  abeth are neighbors in 
|  their apartment build- 
£ ing here in Traverse 

City; they also work 
at the same library. Sam plans to transfer to Michigan State University 
next semester.

“We're pretty close knit,” said Samantha about having her sister 
on campus. “I know that if I forget something at my apartment, in
stead of calling a friend, I can ask my sister to get it. She lives next 
door to me, and works in the same building.”

Elizabeth Russell, an eighteen-year-old freshman at NMC, is tak
ing business classes, pottery and dance this semester. Elizabeth would 
like to transfer to Central Michigan University and earn her major in 
library sciences, with a minor in business.

Given that Donna lives in Alba, and both Sam and Elizabeth live 
in Traverse City, they usually wouldn’t see each other that much, but 
the Russell women have made it happen.

All three of the Russell women agreed that nothing bothered 
them about having their family on campus with them; none of them 
could think of anything they didn’t like about the situation.

“Some classmates make rude comments about my mom taking 
classes at her age,” Samantha commented on what does annoy her. 
“But I think it’s just mean for people to criticize her, she’s just trying 
to better her life.”

Mary Pierce is Donna’s English 111 instructor, and she has been 
teaching English classes off and on for 25 years.

“No, not in any of my 25 years of teaching,” said Mary when she 
was asked if she had ever heard of a similar experience.

Pierce is impressed by how her students manage to pack so much 
into every day. “I am so amazed with college students, and how they 
constantly have to juggle their school, work, social life, and family. 
I’m just flat-out amazed by how they can do it all.”

The Russell women have shown us all how well we can manage 
our lives with school, work, friends, and still be able to incorporate 
plenty of family. Now think about yourselves, would you be able to 
take classes with a brother or sister? How about with your Mom or 
Dad? It takes a close family to be able to pull this off, and I think the 
Russells are a perfect example of this.

F R O M  T H E  S O U R C E ' S  M O U T H
By MIKHAIL SCHILKEY Press Editor in Chief
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Marian Kromkowski is a Leelanau County attor
ney and activist who founded MidEast: Just Peace, a 
local educational-activistpeace group. On Labor Day, 
MidEast: Just Peace participated in the March on the 
Mack protest in coalition with the Michigan Peace 
Network. Nearly 350 Michigan residents clad in 
black, anti-war t-shirts mixed in with marchers at the 
Mackinac Bridge Walk to protest the Michigan Na
tional Guard’s presence in Iraq and bring this message 
to the direct attention of the Governor.

In addition to this recent event, Kromkowski has 
organized and participated in numerous local protests 
dating back to a 1991 demonstration against the first 
Gulf War. MidEast: Just Peace was formed in March 
2002 at the start of the second U.S. invasion of Iraq. 
MidEast: Just Peace has hosted several speakers and 
films, organized transportation to national protests in 
Washington DC, taken out an a full page ad in the 
Record Eagle, orchestrated theatrics in the street and 
held numerous workshops and events in addition to 
weekly demonstrations at Division and Grandview 
Parkway on Wednesdays between 5-6p. m. and on Sat
urdays from 11 a.m. to noon.

Kromkowski spoke with the White Pine Press about 
her activism and about protest in general.

WPP: How has the protest movement in the 
United States evolved over the last half a century?

This anti-war movement is different [from Viet
nam] in that it does not involve a draft. Many have 
not yet felt the impact of the war because they are 
not faced with the choice of going to fight or break
ing the law. This is part of the reason the anti-war 
community are people who lived through the Viet
nam War and students and young people being 
involved in smaller numbers than during the Viet
nam Era.

WPP: How have the reactions to protest 
changed in recent history?

KROMKOWSKI: We have had regular dem
onstrations in Traverse City since before this war 
began. The response has always been generally pos
itive. But in the past year, the response has been in
creasingly supportive with drivers by giving us the 
peace sign, thumbs up and long horn honks and 
new people joining the demonstrations.

WPP: What is your interpretation of the label 
“Silent Majority"?

KROMKOWSKI: An August CNN poll re
ported 61% of the American people do not support

the war. Almost every week someone stops me and 
thanks me for speaking out against the war. This is 
usually from a person who for whatever reason has 
not yet written a letter to editor or attended a dem
onstration or meeting. This is currently the “Silent 
Majority,” people who do not support the war but 
do not yet feel comfortable in expressing that view 
in an overtly public way.

WPP: In recent times protesters have been ac
cused of being anti-American and terrorist sym
pathizers. How do you respond to this?

KROMKOWSKI: In my travels to Palestine, 
Egypt and Jordan, Arab people have repeatedly told 
me “We love Americans, but hate U.S. government 
policies.” North America where I live is a beautiful 
land, its' people are compassionate and generous.
I love this. But I strongly oppose US government 
policies. Unfortunately there is often a difference 
between philosophy of the people of a country and 
that government’s polices. You can accept one and 
reject the other. That is why I also do not support 
terrorism in any form, including that practiced by 
our government in the form of torture, collective 
punishment of civilians and the use of weapons 
such as cluster bombs and weapons with depleted 
uranium. I do support resistance against US aggres
sion and do not consider such people or myself to 
be terrorists.

WPP: Describe the role of the Internet and 
other rapid communication in the movement.

KROMKOWSKI: The use of the Internet is 
the most recent anti-war movement is a significant 
change that has helped spread information, diver
gent points of view and plans for various anti-war 
actions. It has been a mostly positive change, but it 
has led to less one on one, face to face conversations 
which can be a real obstacle to community building.

WPP: What do you realistically hope to accom
plish at the local, national and international levels?

KROMKOWSKI: I personally hope to accom
plish a better understanding in my local commu
nity that peace is not just the absence of war, but 
also the inclusion of justice in any solution. People 
throughout the world do not oppose U.S. poli
cies because they “hate freedom.” They oppose U.S. 
policies because these policies do not foster true in
dependence of indigenous people; they mostly pro
mote corporate globalization. Crushing resistance 
movements may stop the fighting for a while, but 
it does not lead to a proper and just resolution of 
people’s grievances and needs.





V o t e  Y e s  o n  P r o p o s a l  2

In a world where everything is turned around, can taking a step 
backwards actually be progressive?

Proposal 2 will be on the Michigan ballot on Nov. 7, and the con
troversy grows as that date nears. The proposal would "Ban public 
institutions from using affirmative action programs that give prefer
ential treatment to groups or individuals based on their race, gender, 
color, ethnicity or national origin."

This angle of the affirmative action battle dates back a decade to 
1996, when Ward Connerly backed Proposition 209 in his home 
state of California. Connerly also claimed a similar victory two years 
later with 1998 Initiative 200 in Washington. Attempts to place a 
nearly identical proposal on the Florida ballot in 2000 failed, but 
have succeeded now in Michigan.

Connerly is the chairman of the American Civil Rights Institute, 
a contingent of whom stopped on NMC’s campus in 2004 to gather 
some of the 508,202 signatures needed to put the proposal on the ballott.

It is a question of use, and a question of time.
When affirmative action laws were first implemented in the 

1960s, our country, and our state, was a different place. Mandates 
were needed to ensure that equal opportunities were provided to all 
citizens in the civil service and in the education; establishing numeri
cal requirements of members of certain groups to be included in the 
aforementioned cases was the most effective method of establish
ing equality. Years after integration, these hard-won rights now seem 
commonplace, while not to the utopian degree we all wish for, many 
tenets of prejudice have been dismantled; the hierarchy of sex and 
race no longer gridlocks our society. Or does it?

A case involving the University of Michigan brought the issue 
to light when students sued the university over its admission policy. 
The policy awards points to applicants based on such factors as GPA, 
SAT scores and minority status. The school cited its institutional 
goal of maintaining a diverse student body, while the students who 
weren’t admitted called it discrimination. The case went to the U.S. 
Supreme Court, where Sandra Day O’Connor was the deciding vote, 
ruling that the constitution allowed for the university’s “narrowly-tai
lored use of race in admissions decisions to further a compelling in
terest in obtaining the educational benefits that flow from a diverse 
student body.”

While the decision served as a victory for the affirmative action 
camp, questions now rang throughout the nation. White students 
who felt discriminated against raised the question of discriminations 
applicable definition.

In the 1960s discrimination was generally thought to occur when, 
for example, an African-American was passed over for a job because 
of their race, but reasoning from the U of M case, discrimination 
today occurs whenever someone is selected (or not selected) categori
cally rather than individually.

When discrimination laws were first passed, they were implement
ed to serve a noble cause: it enforced a degree of equality when it was 
needed. But now, the noble cause is no longer white in a dark world, 
there is a vast array of shades of gray to take into account. We as a so
ciety have evolved, and no longer need to be forced into a mock equal
ity. The circumstances are different, and must be reassessed.

Equality is hiring someone regardless of their race, gender, color, 
ethnicity or national origin, but based on their qualifications, their 
capability to fulfill the specific requirements needed for the posi
tion which they seek.

The current law allows discrimination by establishing numbers 
and meeting quotas through prescribed classifications. There is little 
difference between hiring someone because they are a minority, and 
not hiring someone for the same reason.

This law proposes to eliminate this inconsistency, and we think that 
Proposal 2 may not be the absolute answer to the ethical question, 
but when ballots must be cast, steps in a direction taken, we chose 
this, rather than wait. It is time to removed sanctioned discrimination 
from our state.

MIKHAIL SCHILKEY
Press Editorial Board

F R O M  T H E  E D I T O R  I Thank you for purchasing the White Pine Press. I know the
savvy among you may now be referencing the upper right hand corner of the front page where the word 
“free” is printed. That just means that the copy in your hands - t he very paper between your eager fin
gers - d id not cost you anything to remove from the rack. But if you are a student at NMC, you have 
helped finance the publication of this newspaper by paying tuition and the student services fee.

My name is Mikhail Schilkey, and I am the new Editor-in-Chief this year. While at the helm of this 
perpetual ship I’d like to continue to improve our reporting and please the readership. So I want your feed- 
back. I want to know what you want to read about, and what you want to learn more about. Write a letter 
to the editor, email us or stop by our office in West Hall’s lower level.

Because we are launching a new website, giving feedback will be easier than ever. And if you are ever read
ing this paper thinking, “I could write a better article than that,” be my guest. Opportunities exist at the 
White Pine Press, so feel free to visit the office and fill out a staff application. If you’re reading this, then you 
are already reading the paper, so take it another step and get involved -w e want to hear from you.

MIKHAIL SCHILKEY
EDITOR IN CHEIF

L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R

C a r  C o r r e c t i o n
I am writing in regards to a story printed in the 

September 25 edition of the White Pines Press. 
While I very much enjoyed the story, “New hope 
for the kindness of strangers,” there was one very 
important (at least in my humble opinion) mistake! 
The vehicle that appears in the photo and story is 
misidentified as a "1967 Chevy AC Rambler,” of 
which there is no such thing. The vehicle pictured 
is actually a 1965 AMC Rambler Classic. American

Motors Corporation was the maker of many no
table vehicles including my all-time favorites, the 
full size Jeep vehicles including the Wagoneer, and 
Grand Wagoneer. They were also the makers of the 
infamous Pacer and Gremlin!

Just wanted to pass on a bit of probably use
less information! The WPP always has great stories, 
keep up the good work!

REBECCA THURK
NMC Nursing Student







W P P  r e p o r t s  f r o m  o n  b o a r d  S t a t e  o f  M i c h i g a n

TIM KOENIG
Press Staff Writer

We’ve all seen them around campus, the cadets of the 
Great Lakes Maritime Academy. They can be spotted 
walking around campus together in small groups, dressed 
in their unmistakable black uniforms and sharing nauti
cal narratives in a language that is incomprehensible to 
most of us. While driving down Grandview Parkway, it 
is impossible to miss the academy’s training vessel, the 
State of Michigan, her bow pointing out into the West 
arm of Grand Traverse Bay, just itching to cruise open 
waters once again.

But what exactly happens at that fresh facility on the 
bay? Up until last weekend, when I joined 10 instruc
tors and 44 cadets of the academy on their '06 freshman 
cruise, I hadn’t the faintest idea.

When I arrived at the pier at 10:45 Friday morning, 
the sun was peeking through a small gap in the plump 
grey clouds. I checked in with the boarding crew and was 
shown to the cabin that I would call home for next two 
days. The small room housed three bunks stacked tightly 
upon each other, three lockers for personal belongings 
and a small hand sink. A door across from the bunks 
led into the suiteestyle bathroom, which included only 
a toilet, a shower and the door to my suitemates’ cabin.

After a-quick inspection, I dropped my bags to the floor 
and hurried up die flight of stairs towards the ships on
board classroom, where maritime instructor and captain 
Mike Surgalski, a 1979 Great Lakes Academy graduate, 
addressed the freshman cadets. '

The captain informed us that, due to the weather, we 
would not be heading to Escanaba as originally planned. 
Instead the ship would head north out of West Grand 
Traaverse Bay, en route to Beaver Island. It was obvious 
that many of the cadets, who had hoped to take the ship 
all the way across Lake Michigan to the Upper Peninsula, 
were somewhat disappointed by the news.

After the captain assigned the watch schedules, the 
lines were pulled and the training vessel began her slow 
zigzag through the hazardously shallow waters surround
ing the dock. As we pushed unhurriedly into West Bay, 
leaving lively Traverse City and the maritime building 
behind, the leaves of the trees on the peninsulas to either 
side were beginning to turn, setting the hills ablaze.

Dan Manning, a second-year maritime student, 
showed me around the ship.

First we ascended the series of stairwells that led to the 
pilothouse. At any one time on the bridge, two instruc
tors and four deck students are keeping watch. Here, 
with the instructors standing close, answering questions 
and offering tips, the cadets experience the practical appli
cation of material covered in the first five weeks of classes. 
From the monitoring of charts and GPS information at 
the navigation table, to standing lookout or operating the 
helm, the students get a truly hands-on experience.

In the galley, dinner was being served and the trainees 
were lining up.

"When you’re underway, especially for a long period 
of time, you can measure the crew’s morale by the quality 
of the food,” Manning told me while we ate.

The stairway door leading to the engine room was

covered in warnings:
Authorized Personnel 
Only, Hazardous Noise 
Levels, Do Not Enter 
Without Proper Ear Protection. Down below, the engi
neering instructors stood in the engine control room and 
monitored countless gages and readouts while two older 
trainees took several first-year cadets to inspect one of the 
. ship’s four engines.

Of the six merchant marines training centers in the 
United States, the Great Lakes Maritime Academy is the 
smallest. However, NMC’s maritime institute is quick
ly becoming an enticing option for future sailors from 
around the world when it comes to considering colleges.

Because of the academy’s unique location and the 
training taking place on the area’s fresh waters, it is the 
only maritime school that licenses deck officers to sail 
both the oceans and the Great Lakes. The nation’s other 
maritime schools offer only sea certification to their 
pilot trainees.

A big draw for many maritime cadets is that NMC’s 
program is the least militarily regimented academy in the 
nation. As Captain Surgalski points out, "The merchant 
marine is not a military organization. Some of the other 
[maritime] schools will have their students march around 
and salute. I’ve been sailing for 27 and I’ve never seen 
anyone march on a ship yet."

After his first voyage on the State of Michigan, first- 
year cadet Fred Otieno said, “The trip has been a great 
eye opener, everything we have learned in the classroom 
has been made real. I now realize how important the 
teamwork between the engineers and the deck crew is. 
You cannot learn that in the class.
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Robert E. Taylor, 71-year-old N M C  Community Con
cert Band trumpeter, has been playing for fi fty years. Tay
lor, who lives in Acme, started playing the cornet for the 
Salvation Army at the early age o f seven.

After playing for his high school marching band and 
orchestra, at age 19 he quit playing until at 40 his passion 
was renewed when his daughter started playing the clari
net. He joined the Shriners in Detroit and played in their 
ensemble and with several other musical groups until his 
arrival in Grand Traverse County. Taylor has enjoyed play
ing his trumpet in the N M C  Community Concert Band
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for the past three years.
“I didn’t take band in college because it was too expen

sive,” said Taylor. " I’ve continued to play the trumpet be
cause it’s the instrument I started out playing and I really 
enjoy it,” he added.

Taylor is one o f 50 members o f the N M C  Community 
Concert Band, a community band composed o f local mu
sicians and N M C  students. The band was formed in 1973 
and is a member o f  the Association o f Concert Bands.

Like Taylor, many people in the band have moved to 
Traverse City because o f the artistry in the area.

“Traverse City possesses a rich love o f the arts. The 
beauty attracts all kinds o f artists, which inspires the grow
ing music program at N M C ,” said Mark Puchala, N M C  
instructor and chair o f the music department.

The N M C  Concert Band, directed by Tom Riccobono, 
and the N M C  Concert Choir, directed by Mark Puchala, 
are both very much a part o f the community.

“The highlight o f the band program is mentorship 
from the community members,” said Riccobono. “The 
community members have a lot o f life experiences that 
they can pass on to the students, and the students bring 
an energy and freshness to the band that other adult bands 
don’t have,” he added.

The idea is that community players boost the level o f 
musicianship, causing the young students to learn from 
the skilled players around them.

“The music majors at N M C  came here because o f 
the one-on-one atmosphere o f learning,” said Grace Oh, 
18-year-old music major and community band mem
ber from South Korea. “Instead o f being lost in crowded, 
larger institutions, the students who choose the N M C  
music program to inspire the confidence they need in 
their musicianship.”

Two other groups o f music-makers that involve both 
local musicians and students are the Jazz Band and the 
Vocal Jazz Ensemble. The Jazz Band meets every Mon
day night at 5:30, followed by the “big” Jazz Band at 7:30; 
both sessions last two hours. The Vocal Jazz Ensemble re
hearses on Tuesdays.

The Jazz classes can be taken through extended educa
tion, which allows the community  to get-involved, and

creates a range o f age and talent. Many o f the musicians av
erage between seven and 10 years playing at N M C, while 
one member has been in the group for twenty-six years.
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The jazz groups play the classic tunes o f  George Ger
shwin, Jim m y Van Husen, Holman, Frank Foster, Bob 
Florence, and Thad Jones. They use close harmonies to 
blend together to make rich, full melodies that burst 
from the stage.

Mike Hunter, who holds degrees in music theory and 
composition from C M U, has been the director o f the jazz 
bands since 1991, and the director o f the vocal jazz en
semble since 1995.

“If the people in the college support through atten
dance it will spread to the community. People will enjoy 
what we have to offer here!” said Hunter.


